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Human Anatomy And Physiology Martini 9th Edition
NOTE: This edition features the exact same content as the traditional text in a
convenient, three-hole-punched, loose-leaf version. Books a la Carte also offer a
great value for your students-this format costs 35% less than a new textbook.
Before you purchase, check with your instructor or review your course syllabus to
ensure that you select the correct ISBN. Several versions of Pearson's MyLab &
Mastering products exist for each title, including customized versions for
individual schools, and registrations are not transferable. In addition, you may
need a CourseID, provided by your instructor, to register for and use Pearson's
MyLab & Mastering products. XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX Praised for its
atlas-style format, appropriately detailed anatomical illustrations, and
exceptionally clear photographs of tissues and cadavers, Human Anatomy is now
more visual and interactive. The Eighth Edition includes new one- and two-page
Spotlight Figures that seamlessly integrate text and visuals to guide students
through complex topics. New QR codes let you use a smart phones to link
directly from figures in the book to figures in the Practice Anatomy Lab(tm)
(PAL(tm)) virtual anatomy program, giving you additional views for learning
bones and muscles. The end-of-chapter Study Outlines now have memorytriggering visuals to help you remember chapter content. And the Eighth Edition
now integrates book content with MasteringA&P® through expanded Coaching
Activities. This program presents a better teaching and learning experience and
provides: Personalized Learning with MasteringA&P: Become engaged with new
Spotlight Figure Coaching Activities and a wide range of other question and
activity types -- all automatically graded. Text-art Integration: New one- and twopage Spotlight Figures seamlessly integrate text and visuals to guide you through
complex topics. You can study the Spotlight Figures in the book, and then
instructors can assign them in MasteringA&P. Text-media integration: New QR
codes in the chapters on the skeletal and muscular systems let you use your
smart phones to link directly from figures in the book to figures in the Practice
Anatomy Lab (PAL) virtual anatomy program, giving them additional views to
help you learn bones and muscles. Ti me-saving Navigation and Study Tools:
Navigate through difficult human anatomy topics through both the book and
MasteringA&P.
This package contains: 0321741684: A&P Applications Manual (ValuePack
Version) 0321769376: Visual Anatomy & Physiology Plus MasteringA&P with
eText -- Access Card Package
For courses in Two-Semester A&P. Using Art Effectively with the Most Visual
Approach to A&P Visual Anatomy & Physiology combines a one-of-a-kind visual
approach with a modular organization that uniquely meets the needs of today's
students--without sacrificing the comprehensive coverage of A&P topics required
for careers in nursing and other allied health professions. The 3rd Edition
presents key new features based on recent research about how students use
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and digest visual information. New modules in the first chapter emphasize how to
use art effectively when studying; new Integrated Figure Questions increases the
likelihood that students will spend time viewing the art and prompts them to
consider what they have just learned; and new SmartArt Videos, accessible via
QR code in the book, help students navigate key, complex pieces of art on some
of the toughest topics. New Interactive Physiology 2.0 tutorials, SmartArt Video
Activities, and a mobile-friendly eText expand the options for students to use
Mastering(tm) A&P as an effective practice and learning tool. Also available with
Mastering A&P Mastering(tm) A&P is an online homework, tutorial, and
assessment program designed to engage students and improve results.
Instructors ensure that students arrive ready to learn by assigning educationally
effective content before class, and encourage critical thinking and retention with
in-class resources such as Learning Catalytics(tm). Students can further master
concepts after class through assignments that provide hints and answer-specific
feedback. With a wide range of activities available, students can actively learn,
understand, and retain even the most difficult concepts. Students, if interested in
purchasing this title with Mastering A&P, ask your instructor for the correct
package ISBN and Course ID. Instructors, contact your Pearson representative
for more information.
The Atlas offers an abundant collection of anatomy photographs, radiology
scans, and embryology summaries, helping students visualize structures and
become familiar with the types of images seen in a clinical setting.
013396387X / 9780133963878 Fundamentals of Anatomy & Physiology &
Martini's Atlas of the Human Body & Modified MasteringA&P with Pearson eText
-- ValuePack Access Card -- for Fundamentals of Anatomy & Physiology
Package Package consists of: 0321909070 / 9780321909077 Fundamentals of
Anatomy & Physiology 0321963083 / 9780321963086 Martini's Atlas of the
Human Body (ValuePack Version) 0321982819 / 9780321982810 Modified
MasteringA&P with Pearson eText -- ValuePack Access Card -- for
Fundamentals of Anatomy & Physiology
Visual Essentials of Anatomy & Physiology combines a visual approach with a
modular organization to deliver an easy-to-use and time-efficient book that
uniquely meets the needs of today's students--without sacrificing the coverage of
A&P topics required for careers in nursing and other allied health professions.
This book is geared toward students enrolled in a one-semester A&P course.
This package contains: Visual Essentials of Anatomy & Physiology
For courses in two-semester A&P. Using Art Effectively to Teach the Toughest
Topics in A&P Fundamentals of Anatomy & Physiology helps students succeed
in the challenging A&P course with an easy-to-understand narrative, precise
visuals, and steadfast accuracy. With the 11th Edition, the author team draws
from recent research exploring how students use and digest visual information to
help students use art more effectively to learn A&P. New book features
encourage students to view and consider figures in the textbook, and new
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narrated videos guide students through complex physiology figures to help them
deconstruct and better understand complicated processes. Instructors can also
request a new handbook by Lori Garrett, entitled The Art of Teaching A&P: Six
Easy Lessons to Improve Student Learning, which explores some of the most
common challenges encountered when using art to teach A&P, alongside
strategies to address these challenges. Pearson Mastering™ Anatomy &
Physiology not included. Students, if Pearson Mastering™ Anatomy & Physiology
is a recommended/mandatory component of the course, please ask your
instructor for the correct ISBN and course ID. Pearson Mastering™ Anatomy &
Physiology should only be purchased when required by an instructor. Instructors,
contact your Pearson representative for more information. Pearson Mastering™
Anatomy & Physiology is an online homework, tutorial, and assessment product
designed to engage students and improve results by helping students stay on
track in the course and quickly master challenging A&P concepts. Features in the
text are supported Pearson Mastering™ Anatomy & Physiology assignments,
including new SmartArt Videos, Interactive Physiology 2.0, Dynamic Study
Modules, Learning Catalytics, Spotlight Figure Coaching Activities, lab study
tools, Get Ready for A&P, plus a variety of Art Labeling Questions, Clinical
Application Questions, and more.
ALERT: Before you purchase, check with your instructor or review your course
syllabus to ensure that you select the correct ISBN. Several versions of
Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products exist for each title, including customized
versions for individual schools, and registrations are not transferable. In addition,
you may need a CourseID, provided by your instructor, to register for and use
Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products. Packages Access codes for Pearson's
MyLab & Mastering products may not be included when purchasing or renting
from companies other than Pearson; check with the seller before completing your
purchase. Used or rental books If you rent or purchase a used book with an
access code, the access code may have been redeemed previously and you may
have to purchase a new access code. Access codes Access codes that are
purchased from sellers other than Pearson carry a higher risk of being either the
wrong ISBN or a previously redeemed code. Check with the seller prior to
purchase. xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx Key Benefit: For those taking the onesemester Human Anatomy course Praised for its atlas-style format, appropriately
detailed anatomical illustrations, and exceptionally clear photographs of tissues
and cadavers, Human Anatomy is now more visual and interactive. The Eighth
Edition includes new one- and two-page Spotlight Figures that seamlessly
integrate text and visuals to guide students through complex topics. New QR
codes let you use a smart phones to link directly from figures in the book to
figures in the Practice Anatomy Lab(tm) (PAL(tm)) virtual anatomy program,
giving you additional views for learning bones and muscles. The end-of-chapter
Study Outlines now have memory-triggering visuals to help you remember
chapter content. And the Eighth Edition now integrates book content with
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MasteringA&P® through expanded Coaching Activities. This program presents a
better teaching and learning experience and provides: Personalized Learning
with MasteringA&P: Become engaged with new Spotlight Figure Coaching
Activities and a wide range of other question and activity types -- all automatically
graded. Text-art Integration: New one- and two-page Spotlight Figures
seamlessly integrate text and visuals to guide you through complex topics. You
can study the Spotlight Figures in the book, and then instructors can assign them
in MasteringA&P. Text-media integration: New QR codes in the chapters on the
skeletal and muscular systems let you use your smart phones to link directly from
figures in the book to figures in the Practice Anatomy Lab (PAL) virtual anatomy
program, giving them additional views to help you learn bones and muscles. Ti
me-saving Navigation and Study Tools: Navigate through difficult human
anatomy topics through both the book and MasteringA&P. Note: You are
purchasing a standalone product; MasteringA&P does not come packaged with
this content. If you would like to purchase both the physical text and
MasteringA&P search for ISBN-10: 0321902858 / ISBN-13: 9780321902856.
That package includes ISBN-10: 0321883322 /ISBN-13: 9780321883322 and
ISBN-10: 0321905601 / ISBN-13: 9780321905604. MasteringA&P is not a selfpaced technology and should only be purchased when required by an instructor.
This textbook features a large, atlas-style format, consistent and appropriately
detailed anatomical illustrations, clear photographs of tissues and cadavers, and
time-saving study tools to give you a complete understanding of structures in the
human body.
ALERT: Before you purchase, check with your instructor or review your course
syllabus to ensure that youselect the correct ISBN. Several versions of Pearson's
MyLab & Mastering products exist for each title, including customized versions
for individual schools, and registrations are not transferable. In addition,you may
need a CourseID, provided by your instructor, to register for and use Pearson's
MyLab & Mastering products. Packages Access codes for Pearson's MyLab &
Mastering products may not be included when purchasing or renting from
companies other than Pearson; check with the seller before completing your
purchase. Used or rental books If you rent or purchase a used book with an
access code, the access code may have been redeemed previously and you may
have to purchase a new access code. Access codes Access codes that are
purchased from sellers other than Pearson carry a higher risk of being either the
wrong ISBN or a previously redeemed code. Check with the seller prior to
purchase. -- For two-semester A&P. Fundamentals of Anatomy & Physiology
helps you succeed in the challenging A&P course with an easy-to-understand
narrative, precise visuals, and steadfast accuracy. Every chapter of the Tenth
Edition includes one- and two-page Spotlight Figures that seamlessly integrate
text and visuals to guide you through complex topics and processes. These
highly visual presentations incorporate, for select topics, the “visual approach”
that the same author team created in theirVisual Anatomy & Physiology book.
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New Clinical Cases open every chapter and get you thinking about the chapter
content in the context of a personal compelling patient story. The Tenth Edition
integrates book content with MasteringA&P®, through expanded Coaching
Activities, which personalize learning and coach you toward understanding and
mastery of tough A&P topics. This program presents a better learning
experience. It provides: Personalized Learning with MasteringA&P: Engage with
A&P through new Spotlight Figure Coaching Activities, and new Book-specific
Clinical Case Activities, and a wide range of other question and activity types–all
that are automatically graded. Text-art Integration: The popular one- and twopage Spotlight Figures and other figure types seamlessly integrate text and
visuals to guide you through complex topics and processes. You study the
Spotlight Figures in the book, and then your instructor can assign them in
MasteringA&P. Story-based Clinical Content: Motivate yourself for your future
careers with the new Clinical Cases. Time-saving Navigation and Study Tools:
Better navigate difficult A&P topics through both the book and MasteringA&P.
0321908597 / 9780321908599 Fundamentals of Anatomy & Physiology Plus
MasteringA&P with eText -- Access Card Package Package consists of:
0321909070 / 9780321909077 Fundamentals of Anatomy & Physiology
0321940717 / 9780321940711 MasteringA&P with Pearson eText -- ValuePack
Access Card -- for Fundamentals of Anatomy & Physiology
This package contains the following components: -0321506820: InterActive
Physiology 10-System Suite CD-ROM (Valuepack Item) -0321709330:
Fundamentals of Anatomy & Physiology -0321735463: Martini's Atlas of the
Human Body (ValuePack Version)
Known for its carefully guided lab activities, accurate art and photo program, and
unique practice and review tools that encourage students to draw, label, apply
clinical content, and think critically, Wood, Laboratory Manual for Anatomy &
Physiology featuring Martini Art , Main Version, Fifth Edition offers a
comprehensive approach to the two-semester A&P laboratory course. The
stunning, full-color illustrations are adapted from Martini/Nath/Bartholomew,
Fundamentals of Anatomy & Physiology, Ninth Edition, making this lab manual a
perfect companion to that textbook for instructors who want lab manual art to
match textbook art. The use of the Martini art also makes this lab manual a
strong companion to Martini/Ober/Nath, Visual Anatomy & Physiology. This
manual can also be used with any other two-semester A&P textbook for those
instructors who want students in the lab to see different art from what is in their
textbook. This lab manual is available in three versions: Main, Cat, and Pig. The
Cat and Pig versions are identical to the Main version but also include nine cat or
pig dissection exercises at the back of the lab manual. The Fifth Edition features
more visually effective art and abundant opportunities for student practice in the
manual. This package contains: Laboratory Manual for Anatomy & Physiology
featuring Martini Art, Main Version, Fifth Edition
Fundamentals of Anatomy and PhysiologyPearson
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For one-semester courses in anatomy & physiology. Guide students through a
challenging course in Anatomy & Physiology to a future in healthcare Celebrated
for its precise illustrations,emphasis on integration, and engaging clinical content,
Essentials of Anatomy & Physiology is crafted especially for students with no
prior knowledge of anatomy & physiology and little science background. The 8th
Edition guides students through tough A&P topics, helping them retain
challenging content in the fast-paced one-semester A&P course. The new edition
draws on the outstanding art and hallmark features from the text to create
interactives and digital assets that walk students through complicated art and
help them to understand difficult concepts. New Build Your Knowledge
Interactivesfocus on how the body systems work together to maintain
homeostasis. New Spotlight Figure Videos take a popular, visually driven feature
from the book and add annotation and narration to break it down for students in
an organized, systematic way. . Also available as a Pearson eText or packaged
with Mastering A&P: Pearson eText is a simple-to-use, mobile-optimized,
personalized reading experience that can be adopted on its own as the main
course material. It allows students to easily highlight, take notes, and review key
vocabulary all in one place, even when offline Educators can easily share their
own notes with students so they see the connection between their reading and
what they learn in class--motivating them to keep reading, and keep learning. If
your instructor has assigned Pearson eText as your main course material, search
for: 0135310113 / 9780135310113 Pearson eText Essentials of Anatomy &
Physiology -- Access Card, 8/e OR 0135310121 / 9780135310120 Pearson
eText Essentials of Anatomy & Physiology -- Instant Access, 8/e Also available
with Mastering A&P By combining trusted author content with digital tools and a
flexible platform, Mastering personalizes the learning experience and improves
results for each student.Built for, and directly tied to the text, Mastering A&P
enables an extension of learning, allowing students a platform to practice, learn,
and apply outside of the classroom. If you would like to purchase both the
physical text and Mastering A&P, search for: 0135205573 / 9780135205570
Essentials of Anatomy & Physiology Plus Mastering A&P with Pearson eText -Access Card Package Package consists of: 0135203805 / 9780135203804
Essentials of Anatomy & Physiology 013520397X / 9780135203972 Mastering
A&P with Pearson eText -- ValuePack Access Card -- for Essentials of Anatomy
& Physiology Note: You are purchasing a standalone book; Pearson eText and
Mastering A&P do not come packaged with this content. Students, ask your
instructor for the correct package ISBN and Course ID. Instructors, contact your
Pearson representative for more information.
For two-semester A&P lab courses. Stunning Visuals and Accessible Tutorials
Engage Students in the A&P Lab The Wood, Laboratory Manual for Anatomy &
Physiology featuring Martini Art, Sixth Edition is a valuable resource for engaging
students in the lab, introducing them to applications, and preparing them for their
future careers. The Sixth Edition teaches effective drawing techniques to promote
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critical thinking and ensure lasting comprehension. This comprehensive lab
manual features more than 100 new photos that walk students through core lab
processes, lab equipment, and animal organ dissections, as well as art that is
adapted from Ric Martini's Fundamentals of Anatomy & Physiology, Tenth
Edition. It is available in three formats: Main, Cat, and Pig Versions. The Cat and
Pig manuals are identical to the Main Version, with nine additional cat or pig
dissection exercises. Note: You are purchasing a standalone product;
MasteringA&P does not come packaged with this content. Students, if interested
in purchasing this title with MasteringA&P, ask your instructor for the correct
package ISBN and Course ID. Instructors, contact your Pearson representative
for more information. If you would like to purchase both the physical text and
MasteringA&P, search for: 0134137728 / 9780134137728 Laboratory Manual for
Anatomy & Physiology featuring Martini Art, Main Version Plus MasteringA&P
with eText -- Access Card Package, 6/e Package consists of: 0134130189 /
9780134130187 Laboratory Manual for Anatomy & Physiology featuring Martini
Art, Main Version, 6/e 013415732X / 9780134157320 MasteringA&P with
Pearson eText -- ValuePack Access Card -- for Laboratory Manual for Anatomy
& Physiology, 6/e
For two-semester A&P Fundamentals of Anatomy & Physiology helps students
succeed in the challenging A&P course with an easy-to-understand narrative,
precise visuals, and steadfast accuracy. Every chapter of the Tenth Edition
includes one- and two-page Spotlight Figures that seamlessly integrate text and
visuals to guide students through complex topics and processes. These highly
visual presentations incorporate, for select topics, the visual approach that the
same author team created in their Visual Anatomy & Physiology book. New
Clinical Cases open every chapter and get students thinking about the chapter
content in the context of a personal compelling patient story. This program
presents a better teaching and learning experience-for you and your students. It
provides: *Text-art Integration: The popular one- and two-page Spotlight Figures
and other figure types seamlessly integrate text and visuals to guide students
through complex topics and processes. Students study the Spotlight Figures in
the book, and then instructors can assign them in MasteringA&P. *Story-based
Clinical Content: Motivate students for their future careers with the new Clinical
Cases.Students read the Clinical Cases in the book, and then instructors can
assign them, which are also assignable in MasteringA&P. *Time-saving
Navigation and Study Tools: Enable students to better navigate difficult A&P
topics
Frederic ("Ric") Martini, joined by accomplished educator, award-winning
teacher, and co-author Judi Nath, has substantially revised Fundamentals of
Anatomy & Physiolog y to make the Ninth Edition the most readable and visually
effective edition to date. New Spotlight figures integrate brief text and visuals for
easy reading. This package contains: Fundamentals of Anatomy & Physiology,
Ninth Edition
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Celebrated for its atlas-style format, appropriately detailed anatomical
illustrations, and exceptionally clear photographs of tissues and cadavers, the
Seventh Edition of the award-winning Human Anatomy presents practical
applications of anatomy and physiology in a highly visual format. Select Clinical
Notes feature dynamic layouts that integrate text with visuals for easy reading.
Clinical Cases relate clinical stories that integrate text with patient photos and
diagnostic images for applied learning. Time-saving study tools, including end-ofchapter practice and review, help students arrive at a complete understanding of
human anatomy. This package contains: *Human Anatomy, Seventh Edition
Based upon the popular college text Essentials of Anatomy and Physiology, 4e by
Fredric H. Martini and Edwin F. Bartholomew, Dr. Bledsoe has taken this work and
added clinical correlations and applications specific to emergency care. Anatomy &
Physiology for Emergency Care 2e presents material in a clear, concise format and
places emphasis on essential fundamental concepts, applications and terminology.
Innovative EMS content and pedagogical elements make this an excellent choice for
brief A&P courses that build a foundation of essential knowledge in human anatomy
and physiology. This material provides a framework for interpreting and applying
information that can be used in problem-solving, as well as an introduction to common
injuries and illnesses in a manner that will reinforce basic anatomy and physiology
principles.
For courses in two-semester A&P. Using Art Effectively to Teach the Toughest Topics
in A&P Fundamentals of Anatomy & Physiology helps students succeed in the
challenging A&P course with an easy-to-understand narrative, precise visuals, and
steadfast accuracy. With the 11th Edition, the author team draws from recent research
exploring how students use and digest visual information to help students use art more
effectively to learn A&P. New book features encourage students to view and consider
figures in the textbook, and new narrated videos guide students through complex
physiology figures to help them deconstruct and better understand complicated
processes. Instructors can also request a new handbook by Lori Garrett, entitled The
Art of Teaching A&P: Six Easy Lessons to Improve Student Learning , which explores
some of the most common challenges encountered when using art to teach A&P,
alongside strategies to address these challenges. Also Available with Mastering A&P
Mastering(tm) A&P is an online homework, tutorial, and assessment product designed
to engage students and improve results by helping students stay on track in the course
and quickly master challenging A&P concepts. Features in the text are supported by
Mastering A&P assignments, including new SmartArt Videos, Interactive Physiology
2.0, Dynamic Study Modules, Learning Catalytics, Spotlight Figure Coaching Activities,
lab study tools, Get Ready for A&P, plus a variety of Art Labeling Questions, Clinical
Application Questions, and more. Note: You are purchasing a standalone product;
Mastering(tm) A&P does not come packaged with this content. Students, if interested in
purchasing this title with Mastering A&P, ask your instructor for the correct package
ISBN and Course ID. Instructors, contact your Pearson representative for more
information. If you would like to purchase both the physical text and Mastering A&P,
search for: 013439495X / 9780134394954 Fundamentals of Anatomy & Physiology
Plus Mastering A&P with eText -- Access Card Package Package consists of:
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0134396022 / 9780134396026 Fundamentals of Anatomy & Physiology 013446950X /
9780134469508 Mastering A&P with Pearson eText -- ValuePack Access Card -- for
Fundamentals of Anatomy & Physiology Mastering A&P should only be purchased
when required by an instructor.
A Visual Approach to Two-Semester A&P Visual Anatomy & Physiology combines a
visual approach with a modular organization to deliver an easy-to-use and time-efficient
book that uniquely meets the needs of today's students–without sacrificing the
comprehensive coverage of A&P topics required for careers in nursing and other allied
health professions. The Second Edition addresses tough physiology topics with new
and revised two-page modules and corresponding new Coaching Activities in
MasteringA&P®. Brand-new end-of-chapter study and practice materials include a
narrative Study Outline and comprehensive Chapter Review Questions. Module
Reviews and Section Reviews, appearing throughout each chapter, give students
additional tools for learning. In response to the strong demand from A&P instructors, a
brand-new Visual Anatomy & Physiology Lab Manual uses the same visual approach
and modular organization to help students succeed in the lab. This program presents a
better teaching and learning experience by providing: Personalized learning with
MasteringA&P: Engage students with new “tough topic” Coaching Activities and a wide
range of other question and activity types—all automatically graded. A visual approach
and modular organization: The two-page modules seamlessly integrate text and visuals
to guide students through complex topics and processes with no page flipping. The
addition of new content in select modules gives students a better understanding of
physiology. Frequent practice: Review questions at the end of each module, section,
and chapter encourage and support student practice. In the Second Edition, the
Chapter Review includes a new narrative Study Outline and new comprehensive
Chapter Review questions. Students can continue practicing with MasteringA&P.
Learning outcomes that tightly coordinate with teaching points: The clean one-to-one
correspondence between the numbered chapter-opening Learning Outcomes and the
numbered two-page modules give students an easy learning path and instructors an
easy vehicle for assessment. Streamlined learning in the lab: The new Visual Anatomy
& Physiology Lab Manual uses the same visual approach and modular organization to
help students succeed in the lab. Note: You are purchasing a standalone product;
MasteringA&P does not come packaged with this content. If you would like to purchase
both the physical text and MasteringA&P search for ISBN-10: 0321918746 /ISBN-13:
9780321918741. That package includes ISBN-10: 0321918940/ISBN-13:
9780321918949 and ISBN-10: 0321963431/ISBN-13: 9780321963437. MasteringA&P
is not a self-paced technology and should only be purchased when required by an
instructor.
For courses in two-semester A&P. Using Art Effectively to Teach the Toughest Topics
in A&P Fundamentals of Anatomy & Physiology helps students succeed in the
challenging A&P course with an easy-to-understand narrative, precise visuals, and
steadfast accuracy. With the 11th Edition, the author team draws from recent research
exploring how students use and digest visual information to help students use art more
effectively to learn A&P. New book features encourage students to view and consider
figures in the textbook, and new narrated videos guide students through complex
physiology figures to help them deconstruct and better understand complicated
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processes. Instructors can also request a new handbook by Lori Garrett, entitled The
Art of Teaching A&P: Six Easy Lessons to Improve Student Learning, which explores
some of the most common challenges encountered when using art to teach A&P,
alongside strategies to address these challenges. Pearson Mastering(tm) Anatomy &
Physiology not included. Students, if Pearson Mastering(tm) Anatomy & Physiology is a
recommended/mandatory component of the course, please ask your instructor for the
correct ISBN and course ID. Pearson Mastering(tm) Anatomy & Physiology should only
be purchased when required by an instructor. Instructors, contact your Pearson
representative for more information. Pearson Mastering(tm) Anatomy & Physiology is
an online homework, tutorial, and assessment product designed to engage students
and improve results by helping students stay on track in the course and quickly master
challenging A&P concepts. Features in the text are supported Pearson Mastering(tm)
Anatomy & Physiology assignments, including new SmartArt Videos, Interactive
Physiology 2.0, Dynamic Study Modules, Learning Catalytics, Spotlight Figure
Coaching Activities, lab study tools, Get Ready for A&P, plus a variety of Art Labeling
Questions, Clinical Application Questions, and more.
0133917029 / 9780133917024 Fundamentals of Anatomy & Physiology,
Masteringaandp with eText, Atlas of Human Body, A&P Applications Manual Package
consists of: 0321909070 / 9780321909077 Fundamentals of Anatomy & Physiology
0321940717 / 9780321940711 MasteringA&P with Pearson eText -- ValuePack Access
Card -- for Fundamentals of Anatomy & Physiology 0321963083 / 9780321963086
Martini's Atlas of the Human Body 032197400X / 9780321974006 A&P Applications
Manual
ALERT: Before you purchase, check with your instructor or review your course syllabus
to ensure that you select the correct ISBN. Several versions of Pearson's MyLab &
Mastering products exist for each title, including customized versions for individual
schools, and registrations are not transferable. In addition, you may need a CourseID,
provided by your instructor, to register for and use Pearson's MyLab & Mastering
products. Packages Access codes for Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products may not
be included when purchasing or renting from companies other than Pearson; check
with the seller before completing your purchase. Used or rental books If you rent or
purchase a used book with an access code, the access code may have been redeemed
previously and you may have to purchase a new access code. Access codes Access
codes that are purchased from sellers other than Pearson carry a higher risk of being
either the wrong ISBN or a previously redeemed code. Check with the seller prior to
purchase. -- Frederic ("Ric") Martini, joined by accomplished educator, award-winning
teacher, and co-author Judi Nath, has substantially revised Fundamentals of Anatomy
& Physiolog y to make the Ninth Edition the most readable and visually effective edition
to date. New Spotlight figures integrate brief text and visuals for easy reading. The
Ninth Edition is supported by Practice Anatomy Lab (tm) (PAL (tm) ) 3.0 and
MasteringA&P (tm) . Package Components Fundamentals of Anatomy & Physiology,
Ninth Edition Martini's Atlas of the Human Body Interactive Physiology ® 10-System
Suite (IP-10) CD-ROM
For two-semester A&P lab courses. Stunning Visuals and Accessible Tutorials Engage
Students in the A&P Lab The Wood, Laboratory Manual for Anatomy & Physiology featuring
Martini Art, Sixth Edition is a valuable resource for engaging students in the lab, introducing
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them to applications, and preparing them for their future careers. The Sixth Edition teaches
effective drawing techniques to promote critical thinking and ensure lasting comprehension.
This comprehensive lab manual features more than 100 new photos that walk students
through core lab processes, lab equipment, and animal organ dissections, as well as art that is
adapted from Ric Martini’s Fundamentals of Anatomy & Physiology, Tenth Edition. It is
available in three formats: Main, Cat, and Pig Versions. The Cat and Pig manuals are identical
to the Main Version, with nine additional cat or pig dissection exercises. Note: You are
purchasing a standalone product; MasteringA&P does not come packaged with this content.
Students, if interested in purchasing this title with MasteringA&P, ask your instructor for the
correct package ISBN and Course ID. Instructors, contact your Pearson representative for
more information. If you would like to purchase both the physical text and MasteringA&P,
search for: 0134137728 / 9780134137728 Laboratory Manual for Anatomy & Physiology
featuring Martini Art, Main Version Plus MasteringA&P with eText -- Access Card Package, 6/e
Package consists of: 0134130189 / 9780134130187 Laboratory Manual for Anatomy &
Physiology featuring Martini Art, Main Version, 6/e 013415732X / 9780134157320
MasteringA&P with Pearson eText -- ValuePack Access Card -- for Laboratory Manual for
Anatomy & Physiology, 6/e
Contains a collection of anatomy photographs (194), radiology scans (53), and embryology
summaries (21) to help students visualize deep anatomical structures and encourage them to
become familiar with the types of images seen in a clinical setting.
Celebrated for its precise and flawless illustrations, time-saving navigation and study tools, and
engaging clinical content, Essentials of Anatomy & Physiology is crafted especially for students
with no prior knowledge of anatomy & physiology and little science background. The Sixth
Edition is the most readable, visually effective, and career-motivating edition to date. New
Spotlight figures integrate brief text and visuals for easy reading. New Career Paths, based on
interviews with people working in key healthcare occupations, bring students in on the
everyday work world of healthcare practitioners with a goal toward informing and motivating
them about their own future healthcare careers. This book is geared toward students enrolled
in a one-semester A&P course. This package contains: Essentials of Anatomy & Physiology,
Sixth Edition
For one-semester courses in anatomy & physiology. Guiding readers through challenging A&P
concepts Celebrated for its precise illustrations, time-saving navigation and study tools, and
engaging clinical content, Essentials of Anatomy & Physiology is crafted especially for readers
with no prior knowledge of anatomy & physiology and little science background. The Seventh
Edition eases readers through tough A&P topics, answering the need to help A&P readers
learn and retain challenging content. New book features, all supported by interactive
MasteringA&P media, include new Build Your Knowledge activities, new Spotlight Figures
Coaching activities, new Bone and Organ Dissection Videos, and new Dynamic Study Modules
that help readers study on the go. Also available with MasteringA&P. MasteringA&P is an
online homework, tutorial, and assessment program designed to work with this text to engage
students and improve results. Instructors ensure students arrive ready to learn by assigning
educationally effective content before class, and encourage critical thinking and retention with
in-class resources such as Learning Catalytics(tm). Students can further master concepts after
class through traditional and adaptive homework assignments that provide hints and answerspecific feedback. With a wide range of activities available, students can actively learn,
understand, and retain even the most difficult concepts. Note: You are purchasing a
standalone product; MasteringA&P does not come packaged with this content. Students, if
interested in purchasing this title with MasteringA&P, ask your instructor for the correct
package ISBN and Course ID. Instructors, contact your Pearson representative for more
information. If you would like to purchase both the physical text and MasteringA&P, search for:
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0134098617 / 9780134098616 Essentials of Anatomy & Physiology Plus MasteringA&P with
eText -- Access Card Package, 7/e Package consists of: 0134074882 / 9780134074887
MasteringA&P with Pearson eText -- ValuePack Access Card -- for Essentials of Anatomy &
Physiology, 7/e 0134098846 / 9780134098845 Essentials of Anatomy & Physiology, 7/e
Since its first edition Human Anatomy has been praised for its clarity of presentation,
outstanding visually oriented illustration program, and ability to help students understand
anatomical structures. Past editions of Human Anatomy have won very prestigious awards,
including the award for Textbook Excellence by the Text and Academic Authors Association
and the award for Illustration Excellence by the Association of Medical Illustrators. The fourth
edition continues this tradition of textbook excellence. Innovative pedagogical elements and a
tightly integrated supplements package make this new edition an excellent choice for all
anatomy courses.
Visual Anatomy & Physiology combines a visual approach with a modular organization to
deliver an easy-to-use and time-efficient book that uniquely meets the needs of today’s
students—without sacrificing the coverage of A&P topics required for careers in nursing and
other allied health professions.
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